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Modularity, control systems and coordination protocols in manmade and biological machines {#s01}
=========================================================================================

Recent findings on the regulation of the secretory pathway \[[@bib-001],[@bib-002]\] can be best understood in the context of the theory of control \[[@bib-003]\]. It is generally accepted that complex cellular behaviors are achieved through an internal organization based on modularity \[[@bib-004]--[@bib-006]\]. According to this concept, cells are composed of modules, or subsystems, often embodied in physical cellular structures, or organelles, that execute functions, such as protein synthesis or folding, metabolism, membrane transport, autophagy, and apoptosis \[[@bib-004]--[@bib-007]\]. Modules are partially independent of each other, but their activities must be coordinated to achieve harmonic global responses \[[@bib-005]--[@bib-007]\]. Moreover, modules and the related organelles must be able to preserve their homeostasis and to operate in a complex, sensitive, and robust fashion \[[@bib-008]\]. These features are essential for cells and cellular subsystems to survive and compete. But in what way and through which sophisticated regulatory devices is all this achieved?

Robustness, complexity, sensitivity and so on are also features that modern engineers tend to incorporate into manmade machines \[[@bib-004]--[@bib-007]\]. The theory of control has been developed over the last several decades to build these features into machines such as, airplanes, production plants, and cars. Later, the theory was applied to the study of cells and organisms. A central concept in control theory is that of the control system. Control systems are devices that regulate basic processes executed by a machine. They usually consist of a sensor to measure the output variables of the process of interest (and their possible deviations from a desired set-point), a computer to calculate the proper response (generally based on the negative feedback principle), and an actuator to bring about the desired response (see \[[@bib-009]\] for a simple introduction to control theory). The main goal of control systems is to optimize the function of complex machines, often by maintaining their homeostasis despite internal or external perturbations that otherwise might have disruptive effects \[[@bib-005],[@bib-006],[@bib-010]\]. Another important concept, in modular systems, such as cells, electronic circuits, or production plants, is that the activities of different modules must be coordinated by specific protocols (see above). The "coordination protocols" are the rules that manage the interface between modules (that is, in physical terms, the operation of the molecular pathways that coordinate separate modules) \[[@bib-005],[@bib-006]\].

Do control systems that are similar to those designed by engineers exist in biological organisms? In the first approximation, this seems a surprising notion since biological evolution has not followed an engineering blueprint. Scientists, mostly those with a background in engineering or physics, have examined whether in biology there exist control systems that resemble the synthetic ones \[[@bib-005]--[@bib-007]\]. To this end, they have analyzed and modeled biological responses that previously had been extensively characterized at the molecular level, frequently in bacteria, to identify their (potential) control devices \[[@bib-003],[@bib-005]--[@bib-007]\]. In most, if not all, of the cases studied, it has emerged that "classical" control systems do exist in biology and that they resemble the engineered ones. Although the physical implementations of control in the two areas (biology and engineering) are very different (most of the biological control systems are mediated by signaling or transcriptional pathways or both), the designs and the roles of control systems can be quite similar in, for instance, human cells and airplanes. Thus, the evolution of biological and engineered machines appears to have resulted in similar regulatory schemes, despite the different nature of the two sets of objects (however, the principle of survival of the fittest probably applies to the evolution of both). To reflect this notion, the concept of convergent evolution between biological and manmade systems has been coined \[[@bib-005],[@bib-006]\]. Notably, whereas the idea of modularity is now commonplace in the biological community, the concepts of control systems and coordination protocols are used mostly by control engineers interested in comparing the properties of biological control systems with those of manmade devices but are used very rarely, if at all, by cell biologists.

Uncovering the control systems and coordination protocols of membrane transport {#s02}
===============================================================================

With the above considerations in mind, we have designed a research plan toward the identification of the control systems and coordination protocols of the membrane transport apparatus, and, more specifically, of the major traffic station called the Golgi complex. Membrane traffic is a fundamental housekeeping process by which roughly a third of the mammalian proteins are transported from their site of synthesis, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), through a series of separated membranous compartments until they reach their cellular destinations in their final processed forms. Transport involves membrane fluxes across the transport compartments and is exposed to internal and external perturbations \[[@bib-001],[@bib-011],[@bib-012]\]. Such perturbations have the potential to disrupt the transport apparatus, particularly if they occur at the interface between the ER and the Golgi complex. The ER is up to 10-fold larger than the Golgi \[[@bib-013]\], and changes in its membrane output can profoundly alter Golgi morphology and composition if not compensated for by corresponding adaptive changes in the retrograde or anterograde traffic out of the Golgi \[[@bib-001],[@bib-013]--[@bib-017]\]. However, the transport apparatus always maintains or rapidly recovers its homeostasis \[[@bib-001],[@bib-011],[@bib-012]\]. We examined whether such efficient adaptive responses \[[@bib-011],[@bib-012]\] might be brought about by suitable control systems.

To uncover the transport control systems, we used controlled transport-specific perturbations and a two-stage strategy. The first stage was to apply a perturbation to the secretory pathway to identify the resulting molecular and functional responses, with a focus on signaling and transcriptional changes (see above). At least some of these changes are expected to be components of the reaction of the control system(s) to the perturbation. Second, the molecular components that were changed in the first stage were analyzed, and their roles in the adaptive response to the perturbation were verified and characterized \[[@bib-001],[@bib-002]\]. Through this approach, the molecular nature and the design of the Golgi control system and coordination protocols have begun to emerge and are summarized below in the form of a working model.

Membrane fluxes leaving the ER carry ER chaperones to the Golgi in quantities that presumably are proportional to the intensity of the flux. At the Golgi, these chaperones, which carry a KDEL signal at their C-terminus, encounter and bind to the KDEL receptor (KDELR), a seven-transmembrane domain protein belonging to the PQ-loop protein family \[[@bib-018]\] that is distantly related to the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily \[[@bib-019],[@bib-020]\] and resembles the GPCRs in the topology and fold of the transmembrane helices \[[@bib-021]\]. The KDELR has long been considered a transport machinery protein involved in the retrieval of escaped chaperones to the ER. However, it now appears to be able to act also as a sensor of incoming traffic and as a signaling protein that activates the G proteins Gq and Gs and the relative transduction pathways ([Figure 1A and 1B](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}). Gs, when activated by the KDELR, activates adenylyl cyclase 9 and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) formation at the Golgi, which then is partially degraded and spatially restricted by phosphodiesterase 7A1, resulting in the controlled activation of a Golgi pool of protein kinase A (PKA). PKA then phosphorylates a large number of Golgi and cytosolic proteins. Among these, the proteins relevant for retrograde traffic appear to be some coat protein complex I (COPI) subunits and actin-binding proteins \[[@bib-002]\]. This results in the activation of retrograde transport \[[@bib-002]\]. Gq, instead, appears to act by inducing a local release of calcium \[[@bib-022]\] (probably *via* stimulation of a phospholipase C and inositol trisphosphate production) and the activation of the kinase Src \[[@bib-021]\], which phosphorylates a large number of proteins, only a few of which are identified but some of which are involved in anterograde traffic. Indirect evidence indicates that Src regulates COPI-dependent trafficking \[[@bib-023],[@bib-024]\]. Thus, a device based on the KDELR and two signaling pathways appears to sense incoming traffic into the Golgi and activate anterograde and retrograde traffic steps \[[@bib-025]\], helping to maintain Golgi homeostasis \[[@bib-002]\]. The architecture of this device is typical of a control system. The incoming chaperones (in fact, a specific class of chaperones that is currently being defined) represent a signal reflecting the transport input into the Golgi; the KDELR acts as a sensor of such a signal, Gq and Gs and the ensuing signaling pathways act as a "computer", and the phosphorylation/activation of the traffic machinery represents the actuating device that aims to balance the transport fluxes ([Figure 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@bib-002]\]. [Figure 2](#fig-002){ref-type="fig"} shows the Golgi control system(s) schematized as a block diagram (a tool for the synthesis and analysis of control systems), and its legend describes the equivalences between the elements in the diagram and the molecular pathways shown in [Figure 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}.

![A controller composed of the KDEL receptor (KDELR) and the Gq and Gs signaling pathways maintains the homeostasis of membrane transport at the Golgi complex\
**(A)** Transport fluxes that reach the Golgi (black arrow) activate signaling responses (red dotted arrows) to accelerate anterograde traffic through the Golgi to the plasma membrane (PM) as well as retrograde traffic to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (blue arrows). A prolonged activation of this Golgi signaling results in transcriptional regulation of many transport machinery genes and other genes (green dotted arrows) presumably to support long-term adaptations of the transport apparatus to sustained overloads. **(B)** Molecular components of the Golgi control system. Transport from the ER to Golgi (black arrow) carries ER chaperones to the Golgi, where they bind to, and activate, the KDELR that promotes the activation of Golgi Gq and Gs (red dotted arrows). Gq activation induces the acceleration of anterograde traffic through the Golgi and transport from Golgi to PM by the activation of Src and a phosphorylation cascade (blue arrow). Gs leads to the activation of the Golgi-based adenylyl cyclase AC9 to increase cAMP levels (spatially restricted within the Golgi area by PDE71A). Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) then activates protein kinase A (PKA), which activates retrograde transport *via* the phosphorylation of specific components to regulate retrograde traffic (blue arrow). The prolonged activation of the KDELR and of PKA results in the phosphorylation and activation of CAMP-responsive element binding protein 1 (CREB1) and possibly of other cAMP/PKA-regulated transcription factors (SP1, AP2, and ATF1/3). This results in the upregulation of many transport machinery genes as well as of a large number of genes involved in other functions, such as lipid and energy metabolism (green dotted arrows). The original observations on which these schemes are based upon are reported in \[[@bib-001],[@bib-002],[@bib-021]\]. ERGIC, endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment; N, nucleus.](biolrep-06-88-g001){#fig-001}

![The Golgi control system as represented by a block diagram\
A flux of transport membranes leaves the endoplasmic reticulum (ER, light blue box), providing a membrane input (input a) into the Golgi (G). At the same time, membrane fluxes leave the Golgi in the anterograde direction toward the plasma membrane (PM) (G output b) and in the retrograde direction to the ER (G output c). The membrane flux (a) is sensed by the Golgi control system (grey box C~1~). C~1~ is composed of two subsystems: C~1,b~ and C~1,c~. The subsystem C~1,b~ controls anterograde flux through a sensor that measures the a value, a computer that calculates the response, and an actuator that activates the flux b by the factor Δb= k~b~×a; k~b~: constant value, k~b~≥0. In molecular terms ([Figure 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}), the sensor here is the KDEL receptor (KDELR), the a value is the transport flux that reaches the Golgi and carries chaperones that bind to, and are sensed by, the KDELR, the "computer" is the Gq-X-Src pathway, and the actuator is the Src kinase that phosphorylates and activates components of the anterograde transport machinery. The subsystem C~1,c~ controls retrograde flux by sensing flux a and activating flux c by the factor Δc= k~c~×a; k~c~: constant value, k~c~≥0. Here, the signal and the sensor are the same as above (chaperones and the KDELR), the "computer" is the AC7-PDE7-PKA pathway, and the actuator is PKA, which phosphorylates/activates components of the retrograde transport machinery ([Figure 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}).](biolrep-06-88-g002){#fig-002}

In addition to regulating the Golgi in an acute fashion, the system exerts a long-term control on the transport machinery components. Thus, the KDELR upregulates the expression of many genes that code for proteins of biosynthetic and endolysosomal organelles, such as SNAREs (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors), adaptor complexes, GTPases, chaperones, Golgi, and lysosomal enzymes. Other upregulated genes, however, belong to different functional modules, such as energy metabolism, peroxisomal and lipid metabolism, and protein degradation, including autophagy, indicating that membrane transport is functionally interconnected with these modules. Most of the transcription factors involved are cAMP-dependent. Thus, these findings begin to identify cellular modules that operate in coordination with membrane traffic as well as the molecular components of the involved coordination protocols (the above transcription factors) \[[@bib-002]\].

In terms of design, the control device in [Figures 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig-002){ref-type="fig"} appears to be based on the functional connections between successive traffic steps. Thus, traffic from the ER to the Golgi activates anterograde traffic through the Golgi and retrograde traffic from the Golgi to the ER. This decreases the load of membrane and proteins that accumulate in the Golgi and hence favors homeostasis. The diagram in [Figure 2](#fig-002){ref-type="fig"} also stimulates hypotheses on the existence and the kind of other possible control systems that might operate in the secretory pathway. For instance, it is reasonable to suspect that a control system might exist and function at the ER, where the accumulation of folded proteins ready for export might activate the next step, ER export, or at the trans-Golgi network, where the arrival of apical or basolateral cargo might activate the relevant Golgi export pathways. This diagram also raises the question of whether the controls described so far are sufficient to maintain homeostasis and optimal functionality of transport. For instance, it seems logical to hypothesize a size sensor for the main transport compartments to regulate the overall morphology of the transport organelles. Moreover, screening experiments have shown that a large number of kinases are capable of affecting the morphology, function, and biochemical properties (glycosylation) of the Golgi and ER-Golgi interface \[[@bib-026],[@bib-027]\], suggesting that the potential for the regulation of the transport control system is far higher than we can currently demonstrate. It remains to be clarified, however, whether these kinases belong to cell-autonomous control systems, such as those discussed in this article or to "traditional" signaling pathways originated by exogenous regulatory inputs.

An important question is how broadly the Golgi control systems are conserved across species. It could be argued that, in yeast, some form of control is embedded in the basic transport effector machinery \[[@bib-028]\]. However, the yeast secretion apparatus appears to be potently controlled by signaling. Thus, glucose controls yeast secretion *via* signaling pathways that include GPCRs and PKA \[[@bib-029]--[@bib-031]\], osmolarity affects the secretory machinery via the HOG1 pathway \[[@bib-032],[@bib-033]\], and the KDELR is essential for secretory traffic in yeast via a mechanism that is not understood but might well be mediated by signaling \[[@bib-034]\]. All of this is consistent with the possibility that homeostatic mechanisms based on signaling pathways, such as those described in mammals may also exist in yeast.

Another question arises from the fact that mammalian cells are wired to function within a multicellular context and hence that internal and external regulatory signals are probably deeply interconnected. This is an exceedingly complicated subject; however, some insight might come from a simple example, such as the mechanisms of temperature control (in both manmade and biological systems). Temperature control devices comprise a heater and a control tool (a thermostat) that acts to maintain the temperature at a desired set-point of the temperature generated by the heater. This system is stable, but it can be modified by an external regulatory signal designed to change the set-point by acting on the control system itself (the thermostat). The control system will then operate to maintain the new set-point. Similarly, we can imagine that in a multi-modular biological machine, such as a cell, various control systems act to maintain the cellular modules at the desired set-points of activity (with coordinating protocols operating to harmonize the functions of the modules). External regulatory signals may act to alter the set-points of the internal control subsystems and to switch on/off, or change the intensity of, the connectivity across different modules, resulting in overall changes of the cell's functional organization. Thus, within this scenario, control systems act to maintain a given optimal functional configuration of a cell, whereas external regulatory inputs act to induce configuration changes that are suitable to respond to new needs.

Perspectives {#s03}
============

The use of module-specific perturbations to discover hidden internal regulatory devices (Pulvirenti *et al*. \[[@bib-001]\], 2008; Cancino *et al*. \[[@bib-002]\], 2014) might be of general interest. Over the last 20 years, the basic cellular machineries underlying most if not all of the basic cellular processes, such as protein synthesis, membrane transport, and energy metabolisms, have been extensively investigated and elucidated. By contrast, only a small fraction of the control systems and coordination protocols that regulate such processes have even been recognized, and no systematic effort has been put into the identification of their molecular components and design \[[@bib-035]\]. A reason for this knowledge gap is probably that these internal regulatory devices are normally "hidden" by the smooth working of the cellular apparatuses unless specific perturbations designed to reveal their existence are applied. The apparently enormous functional complexity of the cell, much of which relates to regulatory complexity, is one of the most daunting difficulties in modern cell biology. It is conceivable that some of the concepts offered by the theory of control, coupled with perturbation-based strategies similar to those used for the analysis of transport (Pulvirenti*et al*. \[[@bib-001]\], 2008; Cancino *et al*. \[[@bib-002]\], 2014), might provide the investigator with ways to detect the control systems and coordination protocols operating within individual modules and hence to break down the regulatory complexity into manageable units. Once these units are recognized, classical molecular approaches can be used to dissect at the molecular and design level, and the individual devices, when assembled, generate the complexity. A description of the control systems that regulate the cellular modules, and of the coordination protocols that interconnect them, has the potential to provide at least a "coarse grain" level of understanding of complex cellular behaviors.

Finally, the study of the cellular control systems is likely to be relevant for studying pathological conditions and for identifying pharmacological targets. For instance, the analysis of the control systems of protein folding, and of the cell cycle, has already led to major advances in translational areas \[[@bib-036]\]. In the case of transport, the KDELR has been implicated in the clearance of neurodegeneration-inducing proteins, such as superoxide dismutase 1, α-synuclein, and huntingtin, possibly through the modulation of autophagy \[[@bib-037]\], and has been proposed to have pro-survival properties during the unfolded protein response \[[@bib-038]\]. Some genetic and proliferative diseases appear to originate from transport defects \[[@bib-039],[@bib-040]\]. Understanding the control systems of the defective transport processes might lead to treatments of the related diseases.
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